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Abstract 
Propellant slosh has been a problem studied in spacecraft design since the early days 
of large, liquid-fuel rockets. The conventional design solution involves physical struc-
tures inside the fuel tanks that limit propellant motion. Although effective, baffles 
and bladders add to spacecraft mass and structural complexity. In this research, the 
sloshing fuel mass is treated as an unactuated degree of freedom within a rigid body. 
Specifically, the propellant is modeled as a pendulum mass anchored at the center of 
a spherical tank. After obtaining the coupled equations of motion, several linear con-
trollers are developed to achieve planar spacecraft pitch-maneuvers while suppressing 
the slosh mode. The performance of these linear controllers will be compared to that 
of a nonlinear controller developed using Lyapunov's Second Method. It is shown 
that the linear controllers are ill-equipped to achieve the desired spacecraft attitude 
and transverse velocity simultaneously, especially during aggressive pitch-maneuvers; 
while the Lyapunov controller is superior in this regard. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1.1 Propellant Sloshing Problem 
In April of 1957, a Jupiter Intermediate Range Ballistic Missile was terminated 90 
seconds after launch due to propellant slosh. Ever since the launch of the early 
high-efficiency rockets, controlling liquid fuel slosh within a launch vehicle has been 
a major design concern. Moreover, with today's large and complex spacecraft, a 
substantial mass of fuel is necessary to place them into orbit and to perform orbital 
maneuvers. The mass of fuel contained in the tanks of a geosynchronous satellite 
amounts to approximately 40% of its total mass [1]. When the fuel tanks are only 
partially filled, large quantities of fuel move inside the tanks under translational and 
rotational accelerations and generate the slosh dynamics. 
The traditional treatment of liquid slosh control began with the inclusion of phys-
ical barriers, such as baffles and complete compartmentalization (Figure 1.1), meant 
to limit the movement of liquid fuel to small amplitudes of high, negligible frequen-
cies. Later, bladders were added to the list of ways to limit these motions (Figure 
1.2). These suppression methods involve adding to the spacecraft structural mass, 
1 
thereby increasing mission cost. 
hi r 
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Figure 1.1: Common baffle types. 
The NASA document on space vehicle design [2] discusses the slosh suppression 
problem and criteria formulated as of May 1969. Featured suppression devices in 
[2] are rigid-ring baffles, cruciform baffles, deflectors, flexible ring baffles, floating 
cans, positive-expulsion bags, and diaphragms. The document presents methods to 
estimate the amount of damping provided by each suppression device. Different 
tank geometries including cylindrical, spherical, and toroidal geometries and tank 
compartmentalization issues are treated in detail. Both low gravity and zero gravity 
slosh suppression are discussed. 
The work in Biswal et al [3] studies the effects of baffle positions (and quantities) 
on sloshing frequency, as well as tanks containing no baffles. Tanks are rectangular in 
two dimensions using rigid rectangular plates to suppress fluid motion. Mathematical 
technique includes use of the velocity potential function solved using finite-element 
analysis. Results show baffles are more effective when near the free-surface of the fluid. 
Venugopal and Bernstein in [4] consider active control mechanisms for controlling 
2 
Figure 1.2: Fuel bladder. 
slosh in rectangular tanks. Two methods are used: surface pressure control (speaker) 
and surface flap actuation. Fluid is assumed to be incompressible, inviscid, and 
irrotational, and feedback controllers are designed using a Linear-Quadratic-Gaussian 
(LQG) synthesis. Experimental results show steady-state slosh amplitude lower than 
the no-actuator case. 
The effect of liquid fuel slosh on spinning spacecraft has been studied by Hubert 
in [5] and [6]. In [5], different slosh motion types - surface waves, bulk fluid motion, 
and vortices as well as fluid configurations during spinning are defined. In [6], the 
design and flight performance of a system is studied for rapid attitude maneuvers by a 
spinning vehicle. Control strategies for launch vehicles with propellant sloshing have 
been studied extensively in the literature. Blackburn and Vaughan in [7] develop an 
advanced linear model of the Saturn V launch vehicle and apply linear optimal control 
and filtering theory to control the vehicle. Freudenberg and Morton in [8] study the 
3 
problem of robust control of a launch vehicle subject to aerodynamic, flexible, and 
slosh mode instabilities. 
It has been demonstrated in [9] that pendulum and mass-spring models can ap-
proximate complicated fluid and structural dynamics; such models have formed the 
basis for many studies on dynamics and control of space vehicles with fuel slosh. For 
accelerating space vehicles, several thrust vector control design approaches have been 
developed to suppress the fuel slosh dynamics. These approaches have commonly 
employed methods of linear control design ([1], [10], [11]) and adaptive control [12]. 
A number of related papers, following a similar approach, are motivated by robotic 
systems moving liquid filled containers ([13], [14], [15], [16], [17]. [18], [19], [20]). 
In most of these approaches, suppression of the slosh dynamics inevitably leads to 
excitation of the transverse vehicle motion through coupling effects; this is a major 
drawback which has not been adequately addressed in the published literature. 
Kim and Choi in [21] consider the problem of launch vehicle control using a pendu-
lum model that includes the sloshing pendulum on top of a fixed mass of non-sloshing 
fuel. The stability of the slosh mode is analyzed, and an attitude controller is de-
signed for both the stable and unstable slosh mode case. Simulation results show 
that a proportional-plus-derivative (PD) controller that includes a slosh filter per-
forms reasonably well in both the open-loop and closed-loop cases. 
In this thesis a spacecraft with a partially filled spherical fuel tank is considered 
and the lowest frequency slosh mode is included in the dynamic model using the com-
mon pendulum analogy. Although present in the actual system, the higher frequency 
slosh modes are assumed to be small in this approach. A complete set of spacecraft 
control forces and moments is assumed to be available to accomplish planar maneu-
vers. Aerodynamic effects are ignored here, although they can be easily included 
in the spacecraft dynamics assuming that they are cancelled by the spacecraft con-
4 
trols. It is also assumed that the spacecraft is in a zero gravity environment, but this 
assumption is for convenience only. These simplifying assumptions render the prob-
lem tractable, while still reflecting the important coupling between the unactuated 
slosh dynamics and the actuated rigid body motion of the spacecraft. The control 
objective, as is typical for spacecraft orbital maneuvering problems, is to control the 
translational velocity vector and the attitude of the spacecraft, while attenuating the 
slosh mode. Subsequently, a mathematical model that reflects all of these assump-
tions is constructed. Finally, both linearization-based controllers and Lyapunov-based 
nonlinear feedback controllers are designed to achieve this control objective. 
1.2 Contribution of Thesis 
This thesis presents a useful comparison of state-of-the-art linear and nonlinear con-
trol designs for a spacecraft with propellant sloshing. The contribution of this thesis 
can be summarized as follows: 
• Development of mathematical models using various control configurations. 
• Design of linearization-based controllers (filtered PD controllers and LQR con-
trollers) using only a torquer. 
• Design of linearization-based controllers (filtered PD controllers and LQR con-
trollers) using only a side thruster. 
• Design of switched-feedback controllers using both a torquer and a side thruster. 
• Design of a Lyapunov-based nonlinear feedback controller using both a torquer 
and a side thruster. 
5 
1.3 Organization of Thesis 
The content of this thesis following this introduction begins in Chapter 2 with a re-
view of the background mathematics found in modern control theory. The chapter 
begins with the development of the mathematical model specific to the spacecraft fuel 
slosh problem, followed by linearization of the equations of motion under small am-
plitude assumptions. Important concepts visited include the interpretation of block 
diagrams, transfer functions, modeling in state space, and finally common controller 
types (especially proportional-plus-derivative controllers). 
Chapter 3 applies linear controller types of varying complexity and performance 
characteristics to the slosh model. Beginning with a generalized filter to suppress 
the slosh dynamics, control is attempted with an onboard torquer, then with side-
thrusters, and then with both actuators in sequence. This is next compared to LQR 
based controllers acting on the same actuator combinations. These methods require 
the linearization of the equations of motion. 
Chapter 4 introduces Lyapunov's Second Method (L2M) for the treatment of the 
equations of motion including their non-linearities. This is the method that will be 
favored in the treatment of more sophisticated models as it is expected that L2M will 
perform well on all state variables and for any drastic initial conditions. 
Chapter 5 summarizes the results produced for all controller types discussed, and 
conclusions and suggestions for future work are presented in Chapter 6. 
6 
Chapter 2 
Mathematical Model 
2.1 Introduction 
This chapter presents the spacecraft model used in the development of the control 
systems studied in this research. First, the equations of motion are formulated for 
the underactuated propellant slosh problem. These equations are then linearized in 
preparation for the development of linear controllers in Chapter 3. Once simplified, 
it is shown that the model behaves as a second-order system, allowing for the iden-
tification of certain system characteristics. System visualization and manipulation 
techniques are reviewed in a discussion of block diagrams, transfer functions, and 
finally state space representation. 
2.2 Pendulum Model 
In this section, we formulate the dynamics of a spacecraft with a spherical fuel tank 
and include the lowest frequency slosh mode. We represent the spacecraft as a rigid 
body (base body) and the sloshing fuel mass as an internal body, and follow the 
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development in [22] to express the equations of motion in terms of the spacecraft 
translational velocity vector, the attitude angle, the angular velocity, the internal 
(shape) coordinate representing the slosh mode, and its derivative. 
To summarize the formulation in [22], let v G R3 , u G R3 , and £ G R denote the 
base body translational velocity vector, the base body angular velocity vector, and 
the internal coordinate, respectively. In these coordinates, the Lagrangian has the 
form L = L(t;,u;,£,£), which is 5E(3)-invariant in the sense that it does not depend 
on the base body position and attitude. The generalized forces and moments on the 
spacecraft are assumed to consist of control inputs which can be partitioned into two 
parts: rt G Rn t (typically from thrusters) is the vector of generalized forces that act 
on the base body and rr G R n r (typically from symmetric rotors, reaction wheels, 
and thrusters) is the vector of generalized torques that act on the base body. We also 
assume that the internal dissipative forces are derivable from a Rayleigh dissipation 
function R. Then, the equations of motion of the spacecraft with internal dynamics 
are shown in [23] to be given by: 
dt dv dv 
(2.1) 
dt du> dto dv 
dLdL_dL dR_[) 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
where a denotes a 3 x 3 skew-symmetric matrix formed from a = (ai, a2, a>z) G R 3 
a = 
0 - a 3 a2 
(23 0 — CL\ 
— CL2 OL\ 0 
8 
Note that equations (2.1)-(2.2) are Kirchhoff's equations [23] for the base-body motion 
and equation (2.3) is Lagrange's equation for the internal motion. It must be pointed 
out that in the above formulation it is assumed that no control forces or torques exist 
that directly control the internal dynamics. The objective is to simultaneously control 
the rigid body dynamics and the internal dynamics using only control effectors that 
act on the rigid body; the control of internal dynamics must be achieved through the 
system coupling. In this regard, equations (2.1)-(2.3) model interesting examples of 
under actuated mechanical systems. 
Figure 2.1: Single tank model. 
The formulation using pendulum analogy can be summarized as follows. Consider 
a rigid spacecraft moving in a fixed plane as indicated in Figure 2.1. The state 
variables shown are the axial and transverse components of the velocity vector, vx, vz, 
the attitude angle 8 of the spacecraft with respect to a fixed reference, and the angle 
ip of the pendulum with respect to the spacecraft longitudinal axis, representing 
the fuel slosh. The engine exerts a thrust F along the longitudinal centerline and a 
torquer, such as a momentum wheel exerts a variable torque M about the spacecraft's 
center of mass. Side thrusters exert a lateral force, / , that acts through the base 
9 
body's center of mass. The constants in the problem are the spacecraft mass m 
and moment of inertia / (without fuel), the fuel mass rrtf and moment of inertia If 
(assumed constant), the length a > 0 of the pendulum, and the distance b between 
the pendulum point of attachment and the spacecraft center of mass location along 
the longitudinal axis; if the pendulum point of attachment is in front of the spacecraft 
center of mass then b > 0. The parameters m/, If and a depend on the shape of the 
fuel tank, the characteristics of the fuel and the fill ratio of the fuel tank. 
Under the indicated assumptions, the kinetic energy of the base-body/pendulum 
system can be expressed as: 
T = \m[v2x + (vz + bO)2} + \lB2 + l-I}{6 + </02 
1 
+ ^mA(vx + a(0 + tp) sin V)2 + (vz + a(9 + ip) cos V)2] , (2.4) 
where the first term refers to the base-body translational kinetic energy, the second to 
the base-body rotational kinetic energy, the third to the fuel-mass rotational kinetic 
energy, and the final term expresses the fuel-mass translational kinetic energy. 
Since gravitational effects are ignored, there is no potential energy. Thus, the 
Lagrangian equals the kinetic energy, i.e. L = T Applying Kirchoff's equations with 
R = -tlh\ v 
2 
vx 
0 
Vz 
, UJ = 
0 
0 
0 
, Tt = 
F 
0 
_ / _ 
, Tr = 
0 
M + bf 
0 
(2.5) 
where e is the viscous damping constant, the equations of motion can be obtained as 
(m + mf)(vx + 9vz) + mfa(9 + ^ ) simp + mb62 + mfa(8 + V>)2 cosI/J = F , (2.6) 
10 
(TO + rrif)(vz — 6vx) + mfa(9 + ip)costp + mb9 — rrifa(9 + ip^smip = f , (2 7) 
{I + mb2)9 + mb(vz - 9vx) - ei/> = M + bf , (2 8) 
(// + mfa2)(9 + ijj) + mfa(vx + 9vz)smip + rrifa(vz — 9vx)cosip + e0 = 0 (2 9) 
The control objective is to design feedback controllers so that the controlled space-
craft accomplishes a given planar maneuver, that is a change m the translational 
velocity vector and the attitude of the spacecraft, while attenuating the slosh mode 
2.3 Second Order Systems 
The spacecraft slosh problem, by its very nature, requires a solution that seeks to 
minimize the oscillatory motion of the propellant Any single-mode oscillatory system 
can be represented m differential form as [24] 
I/J + 2Quil) + u2ip = r , (2 10) 
where ip is our generalized coordinate, u is the undamped natural frequency of the 
system, r is any externally applied force (or torque), and £ is the damping ratio 
of the system Any (" > 0 implies the presence of damping (a certainty with any 
viscous fluid) If (" > 1, then the system is "overdamped" The "critically damped' 
case occurs when (" = 1 Either of these situations causes the system position ip to 
approach the equilibrium point exponentially (as it would for an extremely viscous 
fluid) In a critically or overdamped system, the adverse effect on spacecraft attitude 
would be trivially manageable Therefore, in the slosh problem discussed here, the 
system is assumed to be "underdamped" (I e 0 < Q < 1) This results in the 
detrimental oscillatory motion that demands design consideration 
11 
Chapters 3 and 4 will develop specific control laws to stabilize the system about 
equilibrium. Thus, the external torque r in equation (2.10) will take a form propor-
tional to those control inputs, u. In all of those developments, equation (2.10) will 
appear as: 
r[> + 2(wtp + a/fy = -<*u , (2.11) 
where a is the control proportionality constant. Taking the Laplace transform of 
equation (2.11) and rearranging, one finds the control-slosh angle transfer function: 
\I/ —a 
- = . (2.12) 
U s2 + 2Quos + u2 V } 
where \& and U are the Laplace transforms of ip and u, respectively. Equation (2.12) 
expresses the slosh dynamics of the system, and is considered in every linearization-
based controller design scheme discussed in this thesis. It also illuminates the nature 
of the problem (and possible solutions): any linear controller that fails to lesson 
the impact of the denominator of the slosh transfer function in equation (2.12) risks 
exciting the system state. 
2.4 Linearization 
The controllers developed in Chapter 3 are linear, and thus require linearization of the 
equations of a motion about the equilibrium point. To obtain the linearized equations 
equations of motion, we first rewrite (2.6)-(2.9) as: 
(m + mf)ax + mfa(9 + ip) sin^j + mb92 + mfa(9 + ip)2 cos^ = F , (2.13) 
(m + rrif)az + mfa(8] + ip) cos if) + mb9 - mfa(9 + ip)2 sin ip = f , (2.14) 
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(/ + mb2)9 + mbaz - tip = M + bf , (2 15) 
(// + rrifa2)(9 + ip) + rrifaax sin ip + rrifaaz cos ip + tip — 0 , (2 16) 
where ax = vx + #u2 and az = vz — 9vx are the axial and transverse components of 
the acceleration vector The number of equations of motion can be reduced to two by 
solving equations (2 13) and (2 14) for ax and a2, and eliminating these accelerations 
from equations (2 15) and (2 16) 
(I + mb2)9 \mfa(9 + ip) cos ip + mb9 
v
 ' m + rrif1 J v J 
mfa{9 + iP)2 sin ^ - / ] - eip = M + 6/ , (2 17) 
(If + mfa2)(9 + ip) H m / a [Fs in^ + / c o s ^ -mfa(9 + ip) 
- mb92 sin ^ - m&0 cos ^] + e^ = 0 (2 18) 
Without loss of generality, we will assume that the desired equilibrium for M = 0 
and / = 0 is given by 
x * = [ 9* 9* ip* ip* }T = [ 0 0 0 0 ]T (2 19) 
When 9, ip, and ip are assumed to be small, equations (2 17)-(2 18) can be linearized 
around the desired equilibrium as 
(7 + mb2)6 [mfa{e + ?/>) + mbd - / ] - # = M + bf , (2 20) 
m + mf 
13 
(// + mfa2)(e + i>) + m / Q [FT/> + / - m/a(0 + $)- mb0] + «/> = 0 (2.21) 
The following simplifications are made: 
m* = m m / , r = / + m*(62-aM, I' = m*db, I** = If + m*(a2 - ab), 
m + rrif c ' 
I} = If + m*a2, a* = ^ ^ - , 6* = ^ ^ - (2.22) 
m + 771/ 777 + 771/ 
Substituting these into equations (2.20)-(2.21) and collecting terms, the final lin-
earized equations of motion are obtained. 
N - I*4> -ei> = M + b*f , (2.23) 
1**0 + I}ip + ei> + a*Fi/> + a*/ = 0 (2.24) 
2.4.1 Torquer Only 
When setting / = 0, the linearized equations of motion become: 
re - rcii> -ei> = M, (2.25) 
I**e + 1$ + eip + a*F4> = 0 (2.26) 
By defining the pitch angular acceleration as the new control u, we can rewrite the 
linearized equations of motion as 
B = u, (2.27) 
•ip + 2(,1uli> + cj2ip =-a^u , (2.28) 
where 
14 
u = J. +
 QII.[M - i;u>ty + (e - 2C l W l/;)^] , (2.29) 
«i = £ , (2-30) 
2G"i = -^ , (2-31) 
h 
^ = 7? (2-32) 
2.4.2 Side Thruster Only 
When the torquer is turned off (M = 0) the linearized equations of motion become: 
re-rj-ap = b*f, (2.33) 
r*e + rfi> + # + a*F^ = -a*/ (2.34) 
Again, the pitch angular acceleration is the control input, u. Rewriting the linearized 
equations of motion as 
0 = u, (2.35) 
.2 0 + 2Quj2ip + u>2ip = —a2u , (2.36) 
where 
u = ,
 1
 .[b*f - I*c<4xl> + (e - 2C 2 ^/ C *W] , (2.37) I* + a2I* 
c*2 = l + ^ f , (2.38) 
blf 
2C2^ = ( l - ^ ) f , (2.39) 
15 
a?F 
LJo = (2.40) 
For the oscillatory system of this thesis, u is the undamped natural frequency of the 
slosh mode and ( is the damping ratio of the system (see Section 2.3 on second-order 
systems). Any £ > 0 implies the presence of damping (a certainty with any viscous 
fluid). 
Chapter 3 will develop specific control laws to stabilize the system about the 
equilibrium. 
2.5 Controller Types 
Regardless of the control law chosen, all controllers in this research have the same 
overall form. A "closed-loop" control system is shown in Figure 2.2. A desired 
Reference
 J 
-H+. A e. 
p> V ^ U I I M U N C I 
U 
C A K k d ^ l -
\ ; c i I O W i 
Plant Output 
Figure 2.2: Block diagram of a closed-loop control system. 
system state, or reference state is fed into the system-controller combination. The 
actual state, measured by a sensor device of some sort, is subtracted from the desired 
state. This difference is called the error, or e signal. The error is passed to the 
system controller, which may take many forms depending on the desired control 
action characteristics. The controller output u acts on the system plant, which is 
merely the mathematical model of the system one seeks to control. The resulting 
output is finally measured and subtracted from the reference to produce a new error 
signal. In any controlled system, it is desirable to minimize the difference between 
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the desired and actual system state; to drive the error signal to zero. In a closed-loop 
system, such as that shown above, the error signal is computed and acted upon every 
sampling time over the course of the system's operation. In an open-loop system 
the error signal is found (or guessed based on experience) only at the beginning of 
the time considered and the controller acts without the continuous feedback provided 
by the sensor branch shown. Thus, an open-loop system lacks the sensor feedback 
branch. 
Common types of controllers include two-position (on-off), proportional, deriva-
tive, integral, or combinations of these. Two-position controllers, as the name implies, 
exclude the possibility of scalable input. Integral controllers are advantageous when 
a system is subject to noise-like disturbances not encountered in this research. 
In the proportional controller, the control action is simply proportional to the 
error signal e. In the time-domain, this action would be represented by: 
u(t) = Kpe(t) (2.41) 
Accordingly, the controller portion of the signal flow would be represented in block 
form as in Figure 2.3: The proportionality constant, Kp is adjustable to produce the 
Figure 2.3: Proportional controller. 
desired speed of response. For example; if the control action was that of a momentum 
wheel, a larger value of Kp would cause a greater wheel torque for a given error signal 
magnitude. Obviously, this simplest of controllers considers only the system state, 
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s u w 
and not its rate of change. For this reason, the proportional controller may fail to 
adequately govern the system during periods of rapid change in state. Also, a simple 
proportional controller would drive the system past the desired state when the error 
signal approaches zero. 
To solve this problem, the proportional-derivative (PD) controller is utilized. 
u(t) = Kpe(t) + K d ^ (2.42) 
at 
Taking the Laplace transform of equation (2.42) is advantageous in that the differ-
ential form of the system may be expressed in algebraic form. The control signal's 
Laplace transform would be: 
U(s) = KpE{s) + KdsE{s) (2.43) 
The controller portion of the signal flow would appear in block form as in Figure 
2.4: It's easily seen that the PD controller is simply a linear combination of actions 
-K + K,+Kds 
U 
• 
Figure 2.4: Proportional-derivative (PD) controller. 
proportional to the error signal, and the time-derivative of the error signal. The 
proportional-derivative controller constants Kp and K& are both adjusted to produce 
the desired response. In our momentum wheel example, if one chooses a large value 
for Kd, a higher torque will resist a sudden deviation from the desired state, even 
before the error signal has grown to a significant value. Thus, a PD controller can 
be thought to "anticipate" deviations from desired system behavior. This is the 
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commonly used controller chosen for one of the control algorithms in this thesis 
Also, it should be noted that in the practical application of any controller combi-
nation, it may be necessary to adjust multiple proportionality constants, even those 
seemingly independent of each other, in order to produce the response times and 
reaction strengths the equipment can tolerate 
2-6 State Space Representation 
Consider the linearized equations 
9 = u, (2 44) 
ip + 2(uip + u2ip = -au , (2 45) 
where £, u, and a for each actuator case are described by equations (2 30)-(2 32) and 
(2 38)-(2 40) For the linearized system (2 44)-(2 45) the state variables are the base 
body orientation angle <9, the slosh angle ip, and their time derivatives The collection 
of these state variables is defined as the state vector, which is given by 
x = [9 9 ip iP]T (2 46) 
Consequently, the state space equations can be written as 
x = Ax + Bu , (2 47) 
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where 
A = 
0 1 
0 0 
0 0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
B = 
0 
1 
0 
-a 
(2.48) 
0 0 -J1 -2Qu 
The system (2.47) is Linear Time-Invariant (LTI), and will form the basis of the 
design of linear controllers. As will be shown later, some auxiliary quantities such as 
filter state variables may be added to the state vector to serve as intermediary tools 
in the formulation of the linear controllers. 
2.7 Controllability 
For an LTI system given in the form of equation (2.47), it is advisable to determine 
whether the system is controllable before beginning the controller design process. 
This is accomplished by considering the controllability matrix of the system. 
Co=[B \ AB AnlB ] , (2.49) 
where A is the system's state matrix, and B is the input matrix discussed previously. 
If the rank(Co) = n, then the system is completely state controllable. 
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Consider the linearized system (2.47). Clearly, n = 4 and 
CO=[B I AB 2B | A3B] 
0 1 
1 0 
0 - a 
—a 2a<^u! 
0 
0 
2aC,uj 
ato2(l - 4C2) 
aw2 
0 
0 
[1 - 4C2) 
- 4 a C w 3 ( l - 2C2) 
(2.50) 
Since rank(Co) = 4, the linearized system is completely controllable. This means 
that one can design feedback controllers to arbitrarily assign the eigenvalues of the 
closed-loop system. 
Chapter 3 will call upon the transfer function and state-space representations of 
the pendulum fuel slosh model in the design of linearized controllers. 
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Chapter 3 
Linearization Based Controller 
Design 
3.1 Introduction 
In this chapter we use the model presented in Section 2.2 to develop linear controllers 
designed to control the slosh and transverse dynamics of the spacecraft during a ma-
neuver. As discussed in Section 2.4; 9, 9, 0, and ip are assumed to be small, resulting 
in the second order form represented by equation (2.24). First, a proportional-plus-
derivative (PD) slosh controller is developed utilizing only the spacecraft torquer, and 
then only the side-thrusters. It will be demonstrated that, in both cases, undesir-
able steady-state offsets in lateral velocity occur. The same offsets are present for 
the torquer only, thruster only cases developed utilizing a linear quadratic regulator 
(LQR) synthesis. These results are consistent with those seen in Wie [11]. Finally, for 
each controller, a two-phase (or switched) controller is utilized that stabilizes first the 
rigid-body attitude and slosh dynamics via the torquer, and then the lateral velocity 
via the side-thrusters. 
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3.2 P D Controller with Generalized Filter 
As shown in the previous chapter, the linearized equations can be written as 
e = u (3.1) 
ip + 2£uip + uj2ip = —au (3.2) 
It is desirable to apply control inputs affecting the spacecraft orientation without 
exciting the slosh mode. The second order system behavior of the fuel mass can be 
represented by the transfer function: 
* 
•a 
U s2 + 2(UJS + u2 
(3.3) 
With this behavior known, it is possible to design a control system possessing a range 
of inputs that prevents excitation by attenuating control signals that will excite the 
slosh mode. The block diagram form of the complete control system is shown in Figure 
3.1. In the figure, 9C is the desired rigid-body orientation angle, uj is the basic PD 
-a 
a 
*£H Uf. s2 + 2£cos + G? s2 +giS + g2 u 
1 
s 2 + 2£cos + &2 
¥ 
e 
Figure 3.1: PD controller with generalized filter. 
control signal, g\ and 52 are the generalized filter coefficients, u is the actual applied 
control signal, and 9 and ip are the resulting spacecraft and fuel mass orientation 
angles, respectively. It is evident when considering the slosh-angle transfer function 
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that the numerator of the generalized filter and denominator of the slosh dynamics 
blocks will cancel, thus eliminating the adverse effects control inputs. 
The output of the PD controller (with 9C = 0) is given by 
uf = -Kp9 - Kd9 , (3.4) 
where Kp and Kd represent the controller gains. 
The generalized filter can be expressed as a transfer function from the input Uf 
to the filter output u as: 
u s2 + 2QUS + U2 
uf s
z
 + g1s + g2 
or, equivalently, in differential equation form as: 
u + g\ii + g2u = ilf + 2QuiLf + u2Uf (3.6) 
To obtain a state-space realization of the filter, define an auxiliary signal z such that: 
z + g\z + g2z = uf , (3.7) 
so that the transfer function from Uf to z becomes: 
- = 2 ^ l
 M (3-8) 
uf s
l
 + gxs + g2 
Dividing equation (3.5) by (3.8) yields: 
- = s2 + 2Qus + to2 , (3.9) 
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which can be equivalently written in differential equation form as 
u = z + 2(uz + u2z (3 10) 
Substituting z from equation (3 7) and Uf from equation (3 4) the control law can 
be written as 
u = -Kp9 - Kd9 + (2(u - gi)z + (u2 - g2)z (3 11) 
3.2.1 Torquer Only 
First, control of the spacecraft attitude and slosh dynamics is attempted with only 
the onboard torquer (a reaction wheel, a control moment gyro, or a pair of gas jet 
thrusters) Equation (2 18) is used, setting / = 0 Collecting terms and using 
the substitutions specified in equation (2 22), the nonlinear slosh dynamics can be 
expressed as 
iP = r 
- | cos ip — 1 
9 + j;92smip ~Y^~ 7^sinV> (3 12) 
Note that the linearized equations for this case are given by (3 l)-(3 2) with a = 
oji, u) = LJI, C — Ci as described in Section 2 4 1 
Define the state variables 
(xi, x2, x3, £4, ^5, x6) = {9, 9, ip ip, z, z) , 
so that the state equations can be written as 
x\ — x2 (3 13) 
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where 
and 
x2 = u, (3.14) 
is = x4 , (3.15) 
£4 = bi(x)u + ci(x) , (3.16) 
x5 = x6 , (3.17) 
i 6 = -Kpx1 - Kdx2 - g2x5 - gxxe , (3.18) 
u = -ApXi - # d x 2 + {u\ - 52)^5 + (2Ci^i - 9i)xe , (3.19) 
61 (x) = -^ cos £3 — 1 
7 / 
/ x 4* 2 • e a* r. • 
ci{x) = — rr2sinx3 - — x4 - — Fs inx 3 
Having chosen values for the physical parameters of the system and the values of 
control parameters Kp, Kd, gi, and g2, one can numerically integrate equations (3.13)-
(3.18) for any initial conditions. The resulting control inputs are applied to the 
original nonlinear equations of motion (equations (2.6)-(2.9)) to evaluate controller 
performance. The results are shown in Figures 5.1 and 5.2. The first illustrates the 
state values 9, ip, vx, and vz throughout the maneuver. The equations of motion 
(2.7) and (2.8) are solved for the actuator inputs M and / to produce the second 
figure ( / = 0 at all times in this case). It is expected that a linear controller (such as 
this one) will produce undesirable slosh and transverse responses during aggressive 
maneuvers. 
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3.2.2 Side-Thrusters Only 
As with the torquer, we seek to explore attitude performance with only the side 
thrusters. Again, the equations of motion are reduced to two by eliminating the ax 
and az acceleration terms. Setting the torquer input, M = 0, collecting terms, and 
using equation (2.22), the nonlinear slosh dynamics are: 
{l} + ll cos ip - m*a2 cos2 ip) .. ( l - § cos ip) tip 
I* — m*a2 cos2 ip Ir — m*a2 cos2 ip 
I* 92 sin ip a*F sin ip m*a292 sin ip cos ip 
I*j — m*a2 cos2 ip If — m*a2 cos2 ip If — m*a2 cos2 ip 
2m*a29ip sin ip cos ip m*a2ip2 sin ip cos ip 
If — m*a2 cos2 i\) IJ — m*a2 cos2 ip (3.20) 
Note that the linearized equations for this case are given by (3.1)-(3.2) with a = 
a2, u = u2, C = (2 as described in Section 2.4.1. 
Again define the state variables 
{x1, x2, x3, x4, £5, x6) = (9, 9, ip. ip, z, z) , 
so that the state equations can be written as: 
x1 = x2 , (3.21) 
x2 = u , (3.22) 
±3 = x4 , (3.23) 
±4 = b20r)u + c2(£) 1 (3-24) 
i 5 = x6 . (3.25) 
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XQ = —Kpxi - Kdx2 - g2xh - gix6 , (3 26) 
where 
u = -Kpxi - Kdx2 + (u\ - g2)x5 + {2(2u2 - gx)x6 , (3 27) 
and 
(If + §7 COS X3 — m*a2 cos2 x3) 
k w = r* n — 2 ' 
If — m*az cosz X3 
. , _ (l — f cos £3) ex4 7*^2 sin£3 a*Fsm£ 3 7n*a2x2smx3cosx3 
IJ — m*a2 cos2 £3 7y — m*a2 cos2 x3 7^  — m*a2 cos2 x3 7^  — m*a2 cos2 X3 
2m*a2x2X4 sin £3 cos x3 rri*a2x\ sin X3 cos X3 
7? — ra*a2 cos2 X3 7^ — m*a2 cos2 x3 
Again having chosen values for the physical parameters of the system and the values 
of control parameters Kp, Kd, gi, and g2, one can numerically integrate equations 
(3 21)-(3 26) for any initial conditions As before, the resulting control inputs are ap-
plied to the original nonlinear equations of motion (equations (2 6)-(2 9)) to evaluate 
controller performance Figures 5 3 and 5 4 demonstrate these results 
3.2.3 2-Phase Feedback 
The results of sections 3 2 1 and 3 2 2 reveal the inability of a spacecraft with a single 
actuator to drive the pitch and slosh angles to zero without enhancing the transverse 
velocity In this section, a two-phase or "switched" feedback controller is developed 
that drives the pitch and slosh angle to zero using the onboard torquer, and then, 
while maintaining this rigid-body attitude, stabilizes the lateral velocity with thruster 
input Generalized filters similar to that developed m Section 3 2 accomplish each of 
these tasks 
First, define u\ to be pitch acceleration and u2 to be the lateral acceleration In the 
first phase of the maneuver the closed-loop equations of motion are identical to those 
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of the torquer-only case found in Section 3.2.1. When the norm of the partial state 
vector ||x|| = yj 92 + 92 + ip2 + ip2 falls below a specified error condition (10~6, for 
example), the controller switches to the second phase. In this phase, the rigid-body 
attitude angle is kept at zero by setting the pitch control law to: 
Ul = -2X9 - X29 , (3.28) 
where A is a positive gain value. For a spacecraft whose pitch and slosh angle has 
already been driven nearly to zero, the form of equation (3.28) ensures that the 
angle will continue to be driven to zero by virtue of its negative eigenvalues. Thus, 
the momentum wheel acts to maintain the acheived rigid-body orientation while the 
thruster forces drive the lateral velocity accumulated in phase one to zero. Therefore, 
the closed-loop equations of motion are identical to equations (3.13)-(3.18), with the 
exceptions of the substitution of pitch control law equation (3.28) for equation (3.14), 
and the substitution of slosh dynamics equation (3.29) found by including both M 
and / in a solution of equations (2.6)-(2.9): 
Ip = —Ip — U\ 
If + m*a2 + a*mfa cos2 ip 
rrifacosip a* F simp 
-u2 If + m*a2 + a*nrifa cos2 ip If + m*a2 + a*rrifa cos2 ip 
I*92 simp a*mfa(92 + ip2) simpcosip 
If + m*a2 + a*rrifa cos2 ip If + m*a2 + a*rrifa cos2 ip 
Equation (3.29) includes the lateral acceleration controller u2. This controller is a 
generalized filter with coefficients hi and h2. The PD output seen in the pitch-
angle controller is not used for the velocity control. Instead, a simpler proportional 
controller acts on vz. Therefore, the auxiliary equation (3.18), and subsequent u2 
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control become 
xe = z = —Kvzvz — h\z — h2z , (3 30) 
u2 = -Kvzvz + {2Qvzuvz - hx)z + (u?vz - h2)z , (3 31) 
where Kvz is the proportional gam, and (vz and uvz are the damping coefficient and 
natural frequency of the second order system found when the system is linearized for 
the velocity controller assuming ip, ip, 9, 9, and 9 are small m the second phase of 
the manuever Doing so, it can be shown that 
_ / a * ^ /- e mfa to Qn\ 
Uvz =
 \ i ; 2 ' ^vz = o — 7 1 — ; 2\ ' ayz = i—; 2 w 32) 
y If + rrifaz Zujvz\lf + rrifaz) If + rrifaz 
(The velocity control proportionality constant, avz, will be used later) It's noted 
here that the auxiliary variables z and z used to compute the velocity control are 
not the same as those used m the pitch control, and are defined separately m the 
simulation coding Figures 5 5 and 5 6 show that this linear, switched controller does 
succeed in stabilizing the entire system, including the transverse velocity 
3.3 LQR Control 
A Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR) controller drives the linear time-invariant sys-
tem defined by equation (2 47) to the origin using the minimum cost as specified by a 
function of the control input u, and system state x The LQR controller is basically 
a linear feedback control law 
u = -Kx (3 33) 
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that minimizes the quadratic cost function, 
J = / (xTQx + uTRu)dt , (3.34) 
Jo 
where Q is a symmetric positive-semidefinite weighting matrix and R is a symmetric 
positive-definite weighting matrix [25]. In our single input system, R will be simply 
a scalar. The diagonal elements of Q and magnitude of R can be chosen to affect 
the relative effort the control law assigns to driving particular state variables. For 
example, in our case, if it was deemed necessary to heavily suppress the slosh motion, 
the diagonal elements of Q corresponding to ip and ip would be orders of magnitude 
greater than those corresponding to 9 and 9. 
The optimal control gain matrix K — [k\ k2 /c3 /c4] is found by solving the matrix-
Riccati equation. The optimum control law now known, the state equations for our 
second-order system becomes: 
±i = x2 (3.35) 
x2 = —kiXi — k2x2 — &3X3 - /c4x4 (3.36) 
X3 = x4 (3.37) 
x4 = ip (3.38) 
The weighting matrices Q and R are created with the proper state variable suppres-
sion characterists in mind, as discussed above. The gain vector K can then quickly 
be found using any control-theory algorithm capable of solving the matrix-Riccati 
equation (such as MATLAB's Iqr function). The form of equation (3.38) will depend 
on the actuator being used to control the system, and will be included in the following 
sections. 
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3.3.1 Torquer Only 
As with the generalized filter, control is first sought with only the onboard torquer. 
Setting / = 0 in the LTI system of equations (2.23) and (2.24), the slosh dynamics 
can be expressed as: 
ip = —UJ ip — 2Quip — au\ (3.39) 
Using this approximation, the state-space matrices of equation (2.47) become: 
A = 
0 1 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 
0 
0 
-u2 
0 
0 
1 
-2Cw 
, B = 
0 
1 
0 
-a 
(3.40) 
After choosing the spacecraft's physical parameters and the regulator's Q and R 
weighting matrices, the Riccati solver is invoked to produce the controller gain vector 
K. This controller is then applied to the actual nonlinear system whose slosh me-
chanics, ip>, are identical to that found in equation (3.12); this relation is substituted 
into equation (3.38). Equations (3.35)-(3.38), as well as the vx and vz expressions, 
are integrated to simulate the system response. Figures 5.7 and 5.8 reveal the system 
response using the chosen physical parameters, Q and R gains, and initial conditions. 
3.3.2 Side-Thrusters Only 
Considering only the thrusters (M = 0), the slosh dynamics, ip, are identical to the 
corresponding generalized filter case. With the LQR control law found in equation 
(3.33) and the slosh dynamics of equation (3.20), the complete system of equations 
are again integrated to simulate the response (Figures 5.9 and 5.10). 
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3.3.3 2-Phase Feedback 
As with the generalized filter case, the performance of the controllers developed in 
Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 show that an LQR controlled spacecraft with a single actuator 
fails to stabilize the transverse velocity during a pitch maneuver. Again, a two-phase 
controller is constructed to produce acceptable results. Just as with the generalized 
filter, the pitch and slosh dynamics are stabilized first using the rigid-body torquer. 
When the vehicle state vector has reached the chosen error threshold, the controller 
"switches" to transverse controller mode. The Linear Quadratic Regulator approach 
is used for both phases. 
The first phase of the manuever utilizes a LQR controller identical to that de-
veloped in the torquer-only scenario (Section 3.3.1). Once the first-phase controller 
drives the attitude and slosh angle to nearly zero, the pitch controller u\ becomes that 
shown in equation (3.28). The lateral acceleration controller, u2, is a LQR controller 
acting o n ^ , ip, and vz. Using the same linearized system equations developed for the 
two-phase filter of Section 3.2.3, a regulator can be designed with the following state 
matrices: 
0 1 0 
-u
2
vz -2(VZLJVZ 0 
0 0 0 
Having chosen (different) Q and R weighting matrices, the Riccati solver obtains the 
gain vector Kvz for the velocity controller. The slosh dynamics are then replaced by 
equation (3.29) which, again, includes u2. The complete set of nonlinear equations 
of motion are integrated. Similar to the generalized filter case, a two-phase LQR 
controller does succeed in stabilizing the transverse spacecraft dynamics, as well as 
the pitch and slosh dynamics (see Figures 5.11 and 5.12). 
Although the two-phase linear controllers succeed in driving the system to the de-
A = B = 
0 
1 
(3.41) 
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sired state, it is preferrable that a controller can be found that acts on the pitch, slosh, 
and transverse velocity dynamics simultaneously. For this, a nonlinear controller is 
required. Chapter 4 invokes Lyapunov's Second Method to stabilize the spacecraft in 
this manner. 
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Chapter 4 
Lyapunov Based Nonlinear 
Controller Design 
4.1 Background on Lyapunov Stability Theory 
In any given system if the state diverges from the chosen equilibrium point, the 
controller has obviously failed to perform. Therefore, it is the goal to choose a con-
troller that makes the chosen equilibrium state stable. Historically, the most common 
method to go about determining the stability of an equilibrium is to solve the differ-
ential equations of motion. Unfortunately, this may be impossible (or very difficult) 
for a nonlinear system. Aleksandr Lyapunov provided two means to approach the 
problem; his indirect and later, his direct method. The indirect method involves lin-
earizing the system dynamics about the equilibrium and analyzing the eigenvalues of 
the linearized system. Lyapunov's direct method requires no linearization, and this 
is the approach that is explored in this chapter. 
In order to briefly describe Lyapunov's direct, or second method, we first sum-
marize concepts involved in Lyapunov's stability theory. For full detail, the reader is 
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referred to [26]. 
Let x = [xi x2 • • • xn] denote an n dimensional state vector and consider a non-
linear dynamical system written in the form 
x = f(x,t), (4.1) 
where the vector function f(x,t) is considered to be continuous with respect to t. A 
vector x* is said to be an equilibrium state of equation (4.1) if 
f(x*,t) = 0 Vt>0 
• The equilibrium state x* is said to be Lyapunov stable if for all to > 0 and e > 0, 
there exists a real positive number 5(e, to) such that 
\\x(t0) - x*|| < 8(e, t0) => \\x(t) - x*\\ < e V* > t0 , 
where ||x|| = VxTx. 
• The equilibrium state x* is said to be locally asymptotically stable if it is Lya-
punov stable as explained above and if for all to > 0 there exists a postive 6(to) 
such that 
||x(i0) - x*\\ < 6(t0) ^ lim ||x(t)|| = ^* 
• The equilibrium state x* is said to be globally asymptotically stable if both of 
the above conditions are met for all initial conditions 
Proving stability of nonlinear systems with the basic stability definitions and with-
out resorting to local approximations can be quite tedious and difficult. Lyapunov's 
direct method provides a tool to make rigorous, analytical stability claims of nonlinear 
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systems by studying the behavior of a scalar, energy-like Lyapunov function 
Let V(x) be a continuously differentiate function defined on a domain D, which 
contains the equilibrium state Then we have the following definitions 
• V(x) is said to be positive definite if V(x*) — 0 and 
V(x) > 0 Vx e D - {x*} 
• V(x) is positive semidefinite in the same domain if 
V(x) > 0 Vx G D 
Negative definite and negative semidefinite are defined as if —V(x) is positive 
definite and if —V(x) is positive semidefinite, respectively 
We now summarize Lyapunov's second stability theorem Consider the dynamical 
system (4 1) and assume that x* is an isolated equilibrium state If a positive-definite 
scalar function V(x) exists in the region D around the equilibrium state x*, with 
continuous first partial derivatives, where the following conditions are met 
1) V(x) > 0 for all x ^ ' i n D and V(x*) = 0 
2) V(x) < 0 for all x ^ x* m D 
then the equilibrium point x* is stable 
If, in addition to 1 and 2, 
3) V(x) is not identically zero along any solution of the system (4 1) other than 
x*, then the equilibrium point x* is locally asymptotically stable 
If, in addition to 3, 
4) there exists in the entire state space a positive-definite function V(x) which is 
radially unbounded, I e , V(x) —> oo as ||x|| —• oo, then the equilibrium point x* 
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is globally asymptotically stable. 
Note that conditions 3 and 4 follow directly from LaSalle's principle. For a globally 
asymptotically stable system, the contour plot of the Lyapunov function V(x) would 
resemble a bowl (Figure 4.1), where x\ and x2 are coordinates of any system, although 
Figure 4.1: Energy-like Lyapunov function 
the process can be generalized to higher dimensions. If the Lyapunov stability criteria 
are satisfied, then a system starting at any point on the surface defined by V(x) will 
eventually converge to the origin x\ — x\ = 0. 
4.2 Lyapunov-Based Controller 
Following the previous work in [27], we consider a constant thrust F > 0 and design a 
Lyapunov-based feedback law to stabilize the system to a relative equilibrium defined 
by a constant acceleration in the axial direction. 
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Consider the system (2 6)-(2 9) If the axial thrust F is a positive constant and if 
the transverse force and pitching moment are zero, f = M = 0, then the spacecraft 
and fuel slosh dynamics have a relative equilibrium defined by 
F 
vl(l) = J * + Vx0 ,VZ = V*Z, 
m + mf 
9 = 9*, 9 = 0 ,ip = 0 ,ip = 0, 
where v* and 9* are arbitrary constants, and VXQ IS the initial axial velocity of the 
spacecraft 
Note that 9* and v*z are desired system positions, chosen as zero in this re-
search Now assume the axial acceleration term ax is not significantly affected by 
pitch changes and fuel motion (an assumption verified m simulations) Consequently, 
equation (2 6) becomes 
vx + 0vz = • (4 2) 
m + rrif 
The equations of motion can now be expressed as 
(m + mf)(vz - 9vx(t)) + mfa(9 + ip) cos ip + mb9 - mfa(9 + ip)2 simp = f , (4 3) 
(/ + mb2)9 + mb(vz - 9vx(t)) - eiP = M + bf , (4 4) 
p 
(If + mfa2)(9 + ip) +mfa s in^ + m / a ( ^ - 9vx(t)) cos ip + e^ = 0 (4 5) 
m + rrif 
The axial velocity error variable takes the form 
vx = vx(t)-v*x(t) (4 6) 
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If, as in [28], the following intermediate control inputs arc defined 
where 
and 
Ui 
u2 
= M(iP) - l 
c = 
M(iP) = 
rrifa 
F — iVfaip cos ip + rrifa(9 + ip)2 sin ip 
M + Fb 
rrifacosip + mb m + mf 
I + mb2 mb 
, d = 
If + rrifa2 ' m + mf ' If + rrifa2 
then the equations of motion can be further simplified to 
(4 7) 
(4 8) 
(4 9) 
e = ui, (4 10) 
ip = — u2ccos ip — u\ — dsimp — eip 
vx = —8vz 
vz = u2 + 9(vx + vx(t)) , 
As in [27], the candidate Lyapunov function chosen is 
(4 11) 
(4 12) 
(4 13) 
r i f.-a r2n2 , r 3 , 2 U, v = ^{v2x + v2z) + ^e2 + ^e  + nd{i-cosi>) + ^(e + ip) (4 14) 
where r l 5 r2, r$, and r± are controller parameters The Lyapunov function V is 
positive definite if r% > 0 
Taking the time derivative of the above Lyapunov function along the trajectories 
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of equations (4.10)-(4.13) yields 
V = [rivz ~ nc(9 + ip) cos ip]u2 - r4e(9 + ip)2 
+ V\v*x(t)vz + r29 + r3ui + r4e(9 + ip) - r4dsimp]9 (4.15) 
If the following final control laws are proposed: 
m = —i29 - -[e(9 + ip)-dsimp] , (4.16) 
u2 = -h[rivz - r4c(9 + ip) cos ip] , (4.17) 
where l\ and l2 are positive gains, V becomes: 
V = -h[nvz - r4c(9 + iP) cos iP]2 - l292 - r4e(9 + ip)2 (4.18) 
It is clear that V is negative semidefinite and, thus, the system is stable about the 
desired equilibrium solution. 
Finally, it remains to be proven that V is not identically zero along any solution 
of (4.10)-(4.13) other than the desired equilibrium solution. Clearly, V = 0 implies 
ip = 0 = yz = 0. This, in turn, implies ip = 9 = vz = 0, which implies ip = 9 = vx = 0. 
Therefore, the system is globally asymptotically stable at the desired equilibrium 
position. 
After choosing suitable control parameter values r l5 r2, r3, r4, Z1? and l2, the 
nonlinear equations of motion can be integrated to simulate the system response. It is 
expected that, even when supplied with a large base-body angle initial condition, the 
Lyapunov controller will demonstrate superior performance in relation to its linearized 
counterparts developed in Chapter 3. Figures 5.13 and 5.14 illustrate this controller's 
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performance. 
Chapter 5 will present the spacecraft parameters, gains, and simulated results of 
all the controllers developed in this research. 
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Chapter 5 
Simulations 
5.1 Introduction 
The linear and nonlinear control methodologies discussed in Chapters 3 and 4 are 
implemented here for a theoretical spacecraft. The physical parameters of the craft, 
as well as the controller gain and weighting values are provided for each case. 
The spacecraft characteristics are, for each controller: 
Parameter 
m 
I 
mf 
If 
a 
b 
F 
e 
Value 
100 
30 
20 
10 
0.2 
0.25 
100 
0.1 
Units 
kg 
kg m2 
kg 
kg • m2 
m 
m 
N 
kg m2 
Table 5.1: Physical spacecraft parameters. 
The initial conditions are, for each controller: 
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Initial State 
Oo 
e0 
A 
4>o 
Vxo 
Vzo 
Value 
2 
0 
0 
0 
10000 
0 
Units 
deg 
deg 
deg 
deg 
s 
m 
m 
s 
Table 5 2 Spacecraft initial conditions 
5.2 Generalized Filter 
5.2.1 Torquer Control 
The controller gams for the generalized filter acting on an onboard torquer are 
Gain 
Kp 
Kd 
9i 
92 
Value 
0 1 
1 
1 
1 
Table 5 3 Gams for a generalized filter with torquer 
The linear coefficients for the torquer model are 
Coefficient 
Q l 
LOl 
Cl 
Value 
0 9219 
0 5590 
0 0084 
Units 
1 
rad 
1 
Table 5 4 Linear coefficients for a generalized filter with torquer 
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Figure 5.1: Momentum wheel controlled s/c state variables (PD controller with gen-
eralized filter). 
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Figure 5.2- Momentum wheel torque (PD controller with generalized filter) 
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5.2.2 Side-Thruster Control 
The controller gains for the generalized filter controller acting on a lateral thrusters 
are 
Gain 
Kp 
Kd 
9\ 
92 
Value 
01 
1 
1 
1 
Table 5 5 Gams for a generalized filter with thrusters 
The linear coefficients for the side-thruster model are 
Coefficient 
OL2 
U>2 
c2 
Value 
3 4000 
0 5774 
0 0017 
Units 
1 
rad 
1 
Table 5 6 Linear coefficients for a generalized filter with side-thrusters 
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Figure 5.3: Side-thruster controlled s/c state variables (PD controller with generalized 
filter). 
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Figure 5.4: Side-thruster force (PD controller with generalized filter). 
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5.2.3 2-Phase Control 
The controller gains for the two-phase generalized filter controller are: 
Gain 
Kp 
Kd 
Kvz 
9\ 
92 
hi 
h2 
X 
Value 
0.1 
1 
0.03 
1 
1 
1 
1 
10 
Table 5.7: Gains for a two-phase generalized filter 
The linear coefficients for the two-phase generalized filter controller are: 
Coefficient 
" i 
u>x 
Ci 
Value 
0.9219 
0.5590 
0.0084 
Units 
1 
rad 
s 
l 
Table 5.8: Linear coefficients for a two-phase generalized filter (phase-one). 
Coefficient 
OLvz 
Uvz 
Svz 
Value 
0.3704 
0.5556 
0.0083 
Uni t s 
1 
rad 
s 
l 
Table 5.9: Linear coefficients for a two-phase generalized filter (phase-two). 
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Figure 5.5: State variables (two-phase generalized filter controller). 
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Figure 5.6: Torque and side-thrust (two-phase generalized filter controller). 
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5.3 Linear Quadratic Regulator 
5.3.1 Torquer Control 
The weighting matrices for the LQR acting on the onboard torquer are: 
Q = 
1 0 0 0 
0 10 0 0 
0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 10 
R=[0.1] 
The linear coefficients for the torquer model are: 
Coefficient 
<*i 
U>! 
Cl 
Value 
0.9219 
0.5590 
0.0084 
Units 
1 
rad 
l 
Table 5.10: Linear coefficients for the LQR with torquer. 
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Figure 5.7: State variables for momentum wheel controlled spacecraft (LQR con-
troller). 
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Figure 5.8: Momentum wheel torque (LQR controller). 
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5.3.2 Side-Thruster Control 
The weighting matrices for the LQR acting on the lateral thrusters are: 
Q = 
1 0 0 0 
0 10 0 0 
0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 10 
R = [100] 
The linear coefficients for the side-thruster model are: 
Coefficient 
OL2 
UJ2 
c2 
Value 
3.4000 
0.5774 
0.0017 
Units 
1 
rad 
s 
1 
Table 5.11: Linear coefficients for the LQR with side-thrusters. 
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Figure 5.9: State variables for side-thruster controlled spacecraft (LQR controller). 
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Figure 5.10: Side-thruster force (LQR controller). 
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5.3.3 2-Phase Control 
The weighting matrices for the two-phase Linear Quadratic Regulator are 
Q = 
1 0 0 0 
0 10 0 0 
0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 10 
R=[l] 
Qvz = 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
Rv [10000] , A = 1 
The linear coefficients for the two-phase generalized filter controller are 
Coefficient 
OL\ 
U)l 
Ci 
Value 
0 9219 
0 5590 
0 0084 
Units 
1 
rad 
1 
Table 5 12 Linear coefficients for a two-pha^e linear quadratic regulator (phase-one) 
Coefficient 
OiVz 
uvz 
Svz 
Value 
0 3704 
0 5556 
0 0083 
Uni t s 
1 
rad 
l 
Table 5 13 Linear coefficients for a two-phase linear quadratic regulator (phase-two) 
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Figure 5.11: State variables (two-phase LQR controller). 
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Figure 5.12: Torque and side-thruster force (two-phase LQR controller). 
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5.4 Lyapunov Controller 
The controller gains for the Lyapunov controller acting on both the torquer and the 
thrusters are: 
Gain 
n 
T2 
?"3 
n 
h 
h 
Value 
1 x 10-7 
10 
1000 
1 x 10-7 
1 x 105 
1 
Table 5.14: Gains for a Lyapunov controller 
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Figure 5.13: State variables (Lyapunov-based controller). 
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Figure 5.14: Torque and side-thruster force (Lyapunov-based controller). 
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To demonstrate the ability of Lyapunov's second method to stabilize a nonlinear 
system, the Lyapunov controller simulation was run a second time for an aggressive 
maneuver of 15 degrees. 
1500 
1500 
1500 
1500 
Figure 5.15: State variables (Lyapunov-based controller-aggressive maneuver). 
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1500 
1000 
Time (s) 
1500 
Figure 5.16: Torque and side-thruster force (Lyapunov-based controller-aggressive 
maneuver). 
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Chapter 6 
Conclusions and Future Research 
6.1 Introduction 
This chapter discusses the results of the exploration of controller types discussed in 
this thesis. State output of a given controller/actuator combination is compared to 
that of other controllers and actuators. 
6.2 P D Controller with Generalized Filter 
6.2.1 Torquer Only 
Figure 5.1 shows the vehicle state, (xi, x3, X$,XG) = (9,ip,vx,vz) for the simulation 
timespan of 100 seconds. The orientation angles of the the base-body and the slosh 
mass approach the desired state within 30 seconds. The axial velocity vx increases 
linearly under the influence of the main engine as expected. The transverse velocity, 
vz, reaches steady-state roughly 350 ™ below the initial velocity. This final vz offset 
is a product of the inability of the controller to drive all state variables to equilib-
rium with a single actuator. Figure 5.2 displays the torque provided by the control 
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momentum wheel (or other onboard torquer). The maximum torque supplied (0.11 
N-m) is well within the range of available hardware. 
6.2.2 Thrus ter Only 
Pitch-control with the side-thrusters produces Figure 5.3. The pitch angle ouput and 
transverse velocity are virtually identical to the torquer-only case, and the axial ve-
locity remains well-behaved. The slosh angle, ip, experiences a maximum amplitude 
four-times greater than the torquer case. The side-thruster force is shown in Fig-
ure 5.4. Maximum thruster output (2.8 N) is achievable with current small-satellite 
maneuvering systems. 
6.2.3 2-Phase Control 
The two-phase generalized filter controller is successful is driving all spacecraft states 
to the desired values within the simulation time-frame (Figure 5.5). Pitch control is, 
again, identical to the torquer-only case, since phase-one utilizes the same controller 
gains. The specified error condition (10 -6) is achieved at t = 59 seconds, at which 
time the thrusters fire to suppress any residual lateral velocity (evident in the sudden 
"kick" of the slosh-angle), and the momentum wheel acts to maintain pitch. The 
entire system stabilizes in approximately 600 seconds. It is noted that the final slosh-
angle is 3960 deg - an equilibrium state when complete revolutions are allowed. Figure 
5.6 reveals the actuator behaviors during both phases. At switch time the momentum 
wheel torque peaks at 49 N-m, and the thruster output peaks at 1240 N. Although the 
simulation reveals a successful control concept, the side-thruster force is not practical 
for a spacecraft of this size. These maximum values may be adjusted by altering the 
controller gains, or inserting maximum limit conditions in the simulation coding (see 
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Section 6.5). 
6.3 Linear Quadratic Regulator 
6.3.1 Torquer Only 
The Linear Quadratic Regulator acting on the onboard torquer produces the state be-
havior of Figure 5.7. The pitch angle stabilizes to zero and the lateral velocity achieves 
its final state in roughly two-thirds the time of the corresponding filter/torquer com-
bination. The trade-offs are seen in the maximum pitch-angle (three-times that of 
the filter), and the torquer output of Figure 5.8. Although this actuator maximum 
output is thirty-times greater than that of the filter, the maximum required torque 
is still within the operating range of momentum wheels and control moment gyros. 
6.3.2 Side-Thruster Only 
Figure 5.9 demonstrates the performance of the LQR/thruster combination. The 
side-thruster controllers continue to produce larger maximum slosh-angles, as ip peaks 
nearly twice as high as in the LQR/torquer case. The response time and actuator 
output (Figure 5.10) are similar to the generalized filter controller. 
6.3.3 2-Phase Control 
Figure 5.11 reveals that the pitch and slosh angles achieve their desired states in the 
LQR first-phase at t = 57 seconds. While switching, the thruster re-introduces a slosh 
oscillation with an amplitude greater than that of the two-phase filter controller, but 
damps to zero without total revolutions of the slosh-mass. The system (including vz) 
stabilizes in nearly the same amount of time. The maximum side-thruster force and 
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momentum wheel torque is less than half that of the filter case as seen in Figure 5.12. 
6.4 Lyapunov Controller 
The performance of the nonlinear controller using Lyapunov's direct method is shown 
in Figure 5.13. The pitch-angle achieves the desired state in approximately 1500 sec-
onds - a greater time-span than the linear controllers. Also, the slosh-angle maximum 
is among the highest of all the controllers. However, unlike the previous controllers, 
the Lyapunov controller lateral velocity is driven to the equilibrium state with the 
base-body and pitch angles simultaneously, eliminating the need for two-phase con-
trol. Also, the maximum vz is less than 100 -j. In addition, this is accomplished 
with a maximum torque and side-thruster force far less than either of the two-phase 
controllers (Figure 5.14). 
An aggressive maneuver of A9 = 15 degrees is performed by the Lyapunov con-
troller in Figure 5.15. That Lyapunov's direct method allows stability analysis while 
retaining nonlinear terms allows the Lyapunov controller to succeed where the linear 
controllers would not. All state variables are driven to the desired positions within 
approximately the same amount of time as the "tame" case. Figure 5.16 shows that 
the torquer action peaks at 38 N, and the side-thruster force at 870 N. Again, although 
these actuator requirements are impractical for the small spacecraft considered, they 
may be adjusted via the controller gains at the expense of the response time. 
6.5 Future Research 
The course of this research revealed the richness of the propellant slosh problem. 
Among the many avenues considered for future exploration include: 
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• Controller constraints and efficiency. Although the gains were adjusted 
to produce desirable responses with reasonable torques and thruster forces, a 
comprehensive investigation of methods to limit maximum actuator outputs 
would better quantify the relative strengths and weaknesses of the linear and 
nonlinear controllers. 
• Thrust vector control. Many spacecraft (especially launch vehicles) lack 
torquers or lateral thrusters during aggresive maneuvers. Adaptation of the 
system model and control laws to vectored thrust systems would expand the 
usefullness of these results to other spacecraft types. 
• Multiple tanks. Most spacecraft main engines utilize bipropellants consisting 
of a liquid fuel and oxidizer. The practicality of extending the techniques found 
here to two or more tanks should be explored. 
• Gravity. The system model found in this thesis considers only the field-free 
space case, where gravitational potential can be neglected. Pitch-up maneuvers 
in the near-earth environment must take the gravitational forces into account 
if they are to remain robust. Of course, this course of development would also 
be necessary for launch vehicles. 
• 3-D. Planar pitch-maneuvers are addressed in this thesis. The expansion of 
these techniques into three-dimensional geometry would further promote non-
linear control theory's role spacecraft maneuvers. 
• Higher order slosh modes. The most prevalent, first mode of oscillation 
provides the general picture of the behavior of fuel slosh as a pendulum mass. 
In reality, higher frequency oscillations are superimposed that, although less en-
ergetic, may affect the translation of the theoretical model into reality. Possible 
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modifications include a multiple pendulum or multiple spring mass approach. 
• Robustness issues. Although many of the spacecraft parameters are actually 
time varying, they are held fixed for analysis purposes. However, gain scheduling 
may be needed to compensate for large variations that occur in spacecraft mass 
and inertia properties as propellants are depleted. 
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